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Magic Treehouse: Dolphins at Daybreak

Written by Mary Pope Osbourne
Illustrated by Sal Murdocca
Chapter 1: Master Librarians

Adapted from the original text, *Magic Treehouse: Dolphins at Daybreak*, written by Mary Pope Osbourne, illustrated by Sal Murdocca.
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Chapter 2: The Reef

Adapted from the original text, *Magic Treehouse: Dolphins at Daybreak*, written by Mary Pope Osbourne, illustrated by Sal Murdocca.
Chapter 3: Mini-Sub

Adapted from the original text, *Magic Treehouse: Dolphins at Daybreak*, written by Mary Pope Osbourne, illustrated by Sal Murdocca.
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Chapter 5: Two Eyes

Adapted from the original text, *Magic Treehouse: Dolphins at Daybreak*, written by Mary Pope Osbourne, illustrated by Sal Murdocca.
Chapter 6: C-R-A-C-K

The octopus hugged the submarine. The octopus had two arms of suckers that stuck to the submarine. Jack researched the octopus and learned that it is gentle and shy. The octopus is strong. Jack felt a drop hit Jack's arm. He looked at the ceiling and saw a crack. The octopus squirted black ink into the water and exited the submarine. The submarine started to go.
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Chapter 7: Remain Calm

“We have to get to the top”, said Jack. “

More water is coming into the submarine.” The water was not dripping out, it was pouring. The submarine burst out of the water. The ocean shined around the

Adapted from the original text, *Magic Treehouse: Dolphins at Daybreak*, written by Mary Pope Osbourne, illustrated by Sal Murdocca.
submarine. “The octopus made cracks in the bottom”, said Annie. Jack felt the water going up to Jack’s ankles. Jack and Annie saw the reef. Annie pressed a steering button and the screen was empty. The water was up to Jack and Annie’s knees.

Chapter 8: Swim for Your Life

Adapted from the original text, *Magic Treehouse: Dolphins at Daybreak*, written by Mary Pope Osbourne, illustrated by Sal Murdocca.
Chapter 9

Ouch!
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